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The Hall of Giants in La Gruta del Palmi to. Photo b:;
Dale Pate.
Back Cover.--A Charlie Loving drawing depicting
one of his impressions of the 1988 OldTimers'
Reunion.

MARIGOLD CAVE
by Peter Sprouse
The idea of going caving on a weekday after work
seemed a bit odd to me. After ali, I was used to week-long caving
trips to Mexico. But on 18 September 1988 we gathered at the
edge of Austin, in one of many new subdivisions that have sprung
up in recent years. Bill Larsen had invited John Fogarty, Susie
Lasko, and me to survey Marigold Cave, the deepest of dozens of
caves he had explored recently in Williamson County. The small
vertical entrance is located on an empty lot, right behind
someone's house.
Cathy Winfrey stayed on top while the three of us began
the mapping. Bill went in ahead to rig the cave's main pit. The
crawl at the bottom of the 3-meter entrance climb opened into a
low, wide chamber floored with stalagmitic knobs . The left side
or the room was lost in a pinch of these knobs. A small skylight
cou ld be seen up a narrow shaft. Beyond this room, the cave made
a :>harp tum to the right. We clambered down a flowstone slope
:md caught up with Bill, who was just leaving after rigging the
rope for us. It dropped through a narrow crack too small to get
through. We backtracked to a hole down to the next level.
We dropped down to a narrow crack, where you can
squeeze in sideways to intersect the pit. It was an interesting
maneuver getting on rope virtually in mid-air. Bill had discovered
this pit during a blue moon, thus naming it Blue Moon Pit. The
three of us made the 15 meter descent of the spacious, sheer shaft.
The gravel-floored bottom measured 4 by 6 meters, and a stream
flows along one wall. This stream appears from a tiny sump, and
di sappears 4 meters later in a narrow crack. Bill reports finding
several other flowing streams like this one in the area. Scouring
the floor for fauna, I collected some amphipods from a small
puddle on the floor.
We climbed out of Blue Moon Pit and got off on the level

where we had gotten on rope. On the opposite side from where
we had squeezed out, a passage continued on. The first interesting
feature is another pit, which had been checked by Bill and found
to be blind. We lowered the tape down it and sketched what we
could from the top. Ahead the passage widened and split. The left
route ascended to a low, wide room with a flat floor. Actually, we
were on a huge piece of breakdown, a chunk of bedding that had
fallen from the ceiling. Here the clean white limestone showed
numerous fossils, the same fossiliferous rock used ex tensively as
building stone at the University of Texas. Dropping off the far
side of the block, the way on becam e too low.
The right-hand fork was a dirt-floored passage which
trended gently upward, then leveled off. Tree roots were vi sibl e
in this area, and I wondered if I were under the neighbor 's house
yet. After a few low crawls, the cave ended in a room with some
peculiar cauliflower formations on the floor.
The small stream at the bottom of Blue Moon Pit.
(S. Lasko)
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BAD AIR DETECTION
by Butch Fralia

"Bad air" is often the greatest danger which cavers
expose themselves to during normal cave exploration. It is the
accumulation of carbon dioxide in the cave atmosphere and is
found predominately in vertical caves or pits where there is little
airflow to flush out the carbon dioxide and keep oxygen levels in
normal proportion. Carbon dioxide is a heavy gas which
displaces oxygen, causing it to rise to some level above the carbon
dioxide.
At the surface, oxygen represents 21% of atmospheric
gas, 19.5% oxygen has been determined as the point where the
oxygen content is sub-normal and possibly a detriment to human
health. Cavers have determined they can function quite well in
oxygen levels of 17% though some cavers tend to experience
headaches at this level. It should be pointed out that oxygen
deprevation is the primary cause of headaches in the first place.
At levels below 17%, cavers experience blackouts. Some cavers
may function in oxygen levels as low as 14%, but this is greatly
dependent upon the physiology of the person and the attempt to
do so is highly discouraged.
For cavers frequenting bad air areas, it may be very
important to know the oxygen content of various caves. Oxygen
meters are quite expensive with the less expensive models costing
in excess of $600.00. An alternative is the lowly butane lighter
which can be purchased for only 69 cents. Cavers frequenting the
hill country of Texas and the Arbuckle Mountain regions of
Oklahoma, have long considered a butane lighter part of normal

caving gear, and anytime a caver starts to pant, they start flicking
their Bic. It's long been known that carbide lamps tend to burn
quite well even when the human brain ceases to function.
During the November Colorado Bend State Park work
trip, the opportunity arose to study the butane lighter as a bad air
detector and determine the oxygen levels required to cause it to
exhibit an erratic flame and be completely extinguished. With the
assistance of a state owned oxygen meter, and a cave with oxygen
levels which dropped to 14%, research was conducted.
An area was located in which there was a degradation of
oxygen levels over a distance of approximately 5 feet The
oxygen levels ranged from 20% down to 14% in this area. Using
the oxygen meter, a profile of the oxygen level was determined
and test begun. At 18.5%, the butane lighter began to flicker and
a noticable gap occurred between the jet and the flame. At 17 .5%,
there was a gap of approximately one inch between the jet and t11e
flame, but the lighter could be extinguished and relit. At 17 %
oxygen, the lighter extinquished and could not be relit.
The measurements described were performed by Keith
Reuss, who in another life is a professional technician, and whose
livelihood depends on his ability to make precision measurements
with a variety of precision (and not so precision) instruments. The
test satisfied all present as to the viability of using a butane lighter
for a simple oxygen meter for cave atmosphere evaluation. It is
suggested that the butane lighter be included in the normal cave
gear, especially when caving in known bad air areas .

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

WANTED
* Good photos for The Texas Caver. Cover photo material is especially
needed. For the cover, I prefer an 8" x 12" B&W or Color glossy print. A
color slide will work. For the inside, any size glossy print will do. Slides
are also acceptable.
*Good articles on caving. This is a very broad subject and can be as varied
as sport caving all the way to the scientific study of individual caves or
areas. The main thing is to write something and send it in.
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United States
Department of
Agriculture

Forest
Service

Guadalupe RD
Federal Bldg. Rm. 159
Carlsbad, NM 88220

Lincoln
National
Forest

505 885-4181
Reply To:
Date:

2350
March 27, 1989

The Texas Caver
c/o Dale Pate
P.O. Box 1251
Austin, Tx. 78769
Dear Mr. Pate,
A decision has been made in reference to the current cave management
permit system.
Based upon our review of the caver questionnaire, input from interest
groups and public response, the Guadalupe Ranger District has
determined that mailing of the cave permits with keys would be
conducive to a more efficient permitting system. The policy of mailing
the cave permits will become effective April 1, 1989.
This policy change will thus effect the policies and guidelines
incorporated into the current cave permit. Office visits will be
encouraged for those visitors who are applying for cave permits on a
first time basis. Meeting with our staff will promote cooperation and
educational efforts, prepare the visitor for safety and known cave
hazards, establish awareness of the currr·;} L travel policies, brief
visitors of current fire conditions, and provide us the opportunity to
meet our caving public.
Please review the permit and share the new information with experienced
or non experienced cave visitors.
I would like to thank the entire caving community for the cooperation
1n completing the caver questionnaire, for submitting responses, and
visiting with our district staff concerning this issue.
Thank you for your interest in the Lincoln National Forest.
Sincerely,

ji,• fl~

LAR~

SANSOM
District Ranger

Caring for the land and Serving People
FS-6200-28b(4/881

BOOK REVIEWS
Geo11WrphologyandHydrologyojKarstTerrains.

Will.iamB.
White, Oxford, New York; 1988. 464 pp. hardbound. Available
from the NSS bookstore for $43 plus $4.50 postage and handling.
This is the first major monograph on karst by an
American author, and that automatically makes it on important
book. Like every other author of a similar book, White is
somewhat biased in the geographical coverage of his examples,
but at least he is biased towards areas more familiar to us.
Pennsylvania and the Appalachians get more than their fair share
of mention; Pennsylvania is not a world-class karst area. But at
least Mexico's Sistema Huautla is now a genuine textbook
example.
The first roughly hundred pages are a survey of the
surface and underground landforms that are characteristic of
karst, including, of course, caves. There follow a hundred pages
on the chemistry of carbonate "dissolution" (an awful and
unneeded word), karst hydrology, and the geochemistry of karst
waters. Among chapters that make up the balance of the book are
ones on sediments and deposits, theories of cave formation, the
relation of caves to the pleistocene history of their regions , karst
in gypsum and salt, and the problems associated with construction
and water use and misuse in karst areas. There is an extensive list
of references. Indeed, and as usual in books like this, I ran into a
lot of sentences that looked like they were there mainly to add
completeness to the bibliography. Reference to someone's
youthful foolishness about earth tides and shields comes to mind.
The printing and editing are very well done. I don't
remember seeing a single misprint; if there were many, I'd have
noticed. The numerous drawings are clear, and the photographs
are well printed and usually do a good job of making their points.
I did think that the cover design was just a bad job of laminating
plastic until I noticed that it was the same on both the front and
back. Considering what scholarly books sell for these days, the
price is reasonable, but it is still over three times the price of the
paperback version of Jennings's Karst Geomorphology, which I
continue to suggest should be your first introduction to cave
geology.
All writers about karst seem especially attached to
classifying and naming karst and cave features, as though they
were insects. Will White is no exception. Heaven forbid that you
should not recognize rillenkarren when you see them. And
whether or not it makes sense to put ice in the class of chemical
cave sediments, it is not very edifying.
But I was struck by a couple of other features present in
this new book to a greater extent than most other sources. First,
there are extensive discussions of fundamental theories like
chemical kinetics and hydrodynamics that, while they clearly are
the ultimate basis of cave science, do not appear to have much
application, in fact, because the development of any real cave is
also influenced by a huge number of details of the geology and
geologic history of its site and surroundings. White does not
promise too much for his theories. In a number of places he points
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out that it is hard to fmdreal illustrations of their effects. But that
hasn't discouraged him from devoting a hundred pages or so to
them. Much of the chapter on caves and the pleistocene is devoted
to theories of every dating method you've ever heard of. The
reader is left to sort out for himself which of them, if any, might
be capable of producing data that can teach us anything, instead
of merely confirming, if interpreted with enough imagination,
what we already know. Cave geologists are immensely
imaginative, but exceedingly uncritical, in applying theories and
techniques from other areas to caves and karst. It's a publish-orperish world out there.
Will White is a sucker for anybody who can attach some
numbers to karst. Better yet if you can calculate a regression line!
But he seems to have no idea that experimental numbers have
errors associated with them. Equation 2.17 is a regression line
with two coefficients with three digits each. Considering the
subject matter, I'd be surprised if more than two of those six digits
are significant even statistically. I don't recall seeing a single
number with a numerical uncertainty attached in the entire book.
Only a tiny fraction of the graphs of data contain error bars. Figure
6.14 shows a collection of points that seem to fit a straight line
impressively well, until you notice that it is a log-log plot with a
factor of 100 on each axis. The data are no more than an
illustration of what is meant by a winding cave passage.
Nevertheless, we are treated to six digits of best-fit power law.
Anyone who is a serious student of cave geology in the
US will want to read White's Georrwrphology and Hydrology of
Karst Terrains, if only to find out what is going on among the
professors. But how much of the information in it must you know
in order to understand real-life caves as well as anybody in the
world? The answer is, not much.

Sea CavesojSanta Cruz Island.
David Bunnell. McNally and
Loftin, Santa Barbara, California; 1988. 123 pp. softbound.
Available from the author at 235 Pacific Oaks Rd. #203, Goleta,
California 93117, for $13.00 postpaid.
Santa Cruz is the largest of several small islands off the
coast of southern California. Its coast seems to be riddled with
wave-cut caves. Readers who think that all such caves must be
tiny and uninteresting are in for a surprise. The book contains
descriptions, usually maps, and often photographs of 112 caves,
of which 26 are over three hundred feet long. There are, in all, five
miles of passage. I have some "caves of' books for entire states
with a lot less than that. The maps, well drafted by Bunnell, Carol
Vesely, or Bob Richards, look like ordinary cave maps, except for
the symbol for ocean water and the frequent noting of what the
tide level was when the cave was mapped. The book includes a
brief article on the geology of the caves, by Djuna Bewley, and a
couple of short contributions by Robert Henderson, one of them
about the biology of the caves, which is certainly different from
what most of us are accustomed to, with sharks, bright blue
sponges, and the like. A nice report on some extraordinary cave
exploration.
--Bill Mixon

MEXICO NEWS
reported by Dale Pate
Spring in Mexico is usually considered the "dry" season
and is one of the best times, and sometimes the only time, to
explore some of the larger cave systems found in the many karst
areas. In recent years, cavers from Texas and other parts of the
world as well, have taken major expeditions to some of Mexico's
most spectacular karst regions during this time of year. The
spring of 1989 was no exception and what follows is a brief
account of some this year's expeditions.
OAXACA
The state of Oaxaca continues to be a major focal point
in the search for deep caves. Bill Farrand Carol Vesely led a
major expedition back to Sistema Chica teca where 6 kilometers
were added to the length bringing the system total to 15
kilometers. The depth of the system was also increased to a field
value of 1,260 meters, making this the 8th deepest surveyed cave
in the world. The main passage continues to enlarge, in places
becoming 40 meters by 40 meters, as well as having more side
leads with water coming into the main system. Exploration was
stopped at a major breakdown pile approximately 9 kilometers
fromtheCuevaCheve entrance. OstodePuenteNatural was
connected into the main system at the 900 meter level and there
were several other new cave discoveries that had air flow. Two
accidents marred this year's expedition. On the way to an
underground camp, Steve Knudsen broke a rib when his camp
duffle tumbled a few meters while he was still attached to it. Mark
Minton was also injured when he was hit in the face by rock
shrapnel from falling rock as he sat below a climber in Osto de
Puente Natural.
The Cerro Rabon also saw a contingent of cavers led by
Ernie Garza ascend into this virgin tropical rainforest. This newly
opened high karst area is located only a few kilometers from the
Huautla area and has seen some major discoveries in the last
couple of years. This spring was no less exciting, when Khahi
Shunthua, a large cave discovered in 1988 was pushed to 970
meters deep and continues.

SANLUISPOTOSI
A very large group of cavers accumulated at
Resumidero el Borborllon
in the mountains near San Luis
Potosi. First discovered by members of the Cruz Roja Mexicana
de San Luis Potosi in 1987, American cavers joined their
expedition to help survey and explore this deep cave system. The
cave was mapped to the 600-700 meter level to what at first
appeared to be a sump, but upon closer examination, had an airchannel at the top and appeared to open up beyond. The longest
drop in the cave was measured at 217 meters deep, quite a
respectable drop. Numerous other caves were checked in the
surrounding area, also.

TABASCO
Jim Pisarowicz, along with a number of Swiss cavers,
returned to the Agua Blanca area after a very profitable expedition
in the spring of 1988. Jim reports that the Agua Blanca area has
about 12kilometers of cave surveyed, although all the sections are
not yet integrated into a single system. Large river gallerys,
rooms 80 meters in diameter, rooms with ceiling heights in excess
of 60 meters, rooms decorated like Carlsbad Caverns, and leads
20 meters by 30 meters that they haven't gotten to explore and
map yet, as well as several new exciting cave discoveries kept
everyone busy this year.

TAMAULIPAS
Fourteen cavers arrived at Los San Pedros in the
Purificacion area to continue exploration in Cueva de Tecolote
this spring. A ten-day camp was planned this year because travel
time from the entrance to the large number of leads was thought
to be too long. Camp I was set up in a nice, large walking passage
about 1500 meters into the cave and at 200 meters of depth. Most
leads were 1 to 2 hours away from camp. The first two survey
days saw 4 teams attacking the many leads, but unfortunately,
Peter Sprouse fell on a climb the second day out suffering a broken
wrist and several bruised ribs. Susie Lasko and John Fogarty,
along with Peter headed out of the cave and to the states for
medical treatment the following day. Ray, Jack Kehoe, and
Ramon Espinasa helped ferry equipment and camp gear to the
surface. The same day as the accident, the Nonad Lake Passage
was pushed 550 meters to a rnajor passage headed west -northwest
called the Chihue Freeway. It appears that this passage carries at
least some of the water flow out of the large walking boreholes.
The passage began as a passage 15 meters by 6 meters with a
cobble-cemented floor, but soon led to a number of swims with
the last one being well over 100-meters long and continueing.
Several good leads were mapped off this main passge also.
Numerous other leads were pushed in the cave. Numerous other
passages in various parts of the cave were explored and surveyed
in. The Galactic Trash Compactor was mapped to a sump, while
several other passages off The Confusion Boreholes area were
surveyed in, some had good airflow and continued. Kennedy's
Canyon was pushed to deep water and awaits further
developments and Dumbo Junction, a lead off of Bullwinkle's
Borehole located in the heart of The Mickey Mouse Maze, was
pushed into a 3-Dimesional maze named Standing Room Only.
The expedition added 4.1 kilometers to the total length of Cueva
de Tecolote and the cave now stands at a field value of 17.6
kilometers. Expedition members were as follows: Manuel
Aregon (Mexico,D.F.), Djuna Bewley (California), Dave
Bunnell (California), Ruth Diamant (Mexico,D.F.), Ramon
Espinasa (Mexico,D.F.), John Forgarty (Texas), Jack Kehoe
(Virginia), Susan Lasko (Texas), Dale Pate (Texas), Scott
Scheibner (Missouri), Peter Sprouse (Texas), Cinde Walck
(Missouri), Jack White (Illinois), and Ray Keeler (Arizona).
Members of the expedition would like to thank Bob & Bob for the
generous donation of rope to this year's expedition.
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ACCIDENT REPORT
by Peter Sprouse

During the March 1989 expedition of the Proyecto
Espelcologico Purificacion to Cueva del Tecolote near Cd.
Victoria, Tarnaulipas, I took a fall while free-climbing. I
sustained fairly serious injuries and had to evacuate the cave,
although the expedition cominued.
Our expedition plan called for 14 of us to stay 10 days in .
a base camp about 1700 meters inside Tccolote, at a depth of about
200 meters. Our goal was to continue mapping the numerous
leads in the cave, adding to the 13.5 kilometers of passage
surveyed up to that time.
By the time we were wrapping up our third survey day
on 17 March, we had already added another 2.5 kilometers to the
length of the cave. I was out on a team with Dave Bunnell
(California) and Ramon Espinasa (Mexico, D.F.). By about9:30
pm we had finished mapping the leads off the bottom of the
Fantasia Abyss, a wide-free climbable chasm. It lies partway
through the Fantasia Borehole, a large trunk extending south from
our base camp.
Ramon hadclimbedoutandi was next, with Dave below
me. A 3-meter traverse Jed to the only sheer part of the climb, a
mere 1.5 meters. I grabbed a hold measuring about 10 by 20
centimeters, and when I hauled up on it the hold failed and I fell
backwards down a drop I estimated to be somewhere between 5
and 7 meters. I believe that my lower left rib was injured as soon
as I slipped off the face. I was aware of bouncing at least once.
My Autolite flew off my head and I broke my fall with my left
hand, landing on my rear and coming to rest flat on my back.
I knew right away that I wasn't okay, but I wasn't that
bad off either. I could move my legs and back, but when I looked
at my hand I knew that there was a problem. It was swollen and
cocked at a funny angle. Dave carne over to me while Ramon
stayed up top, not wanting to risk a rockfall by climbing down to
me. After a bit, I was able to stand, but got dizzy every time I tried
to until20 minutes later. Ramon's sling from his generator light
made a good sling for my arm, and with help up the climb from

my companions we began the 1300 meter trip back to camp. I
needed a hand up all climbs, but otherwise could walk okay
through the big borehole. One hour and twenty minutes later we
reached camp, where Dave gave me an anti-inflammatory
(Ibuprofin) and I crawled into my sleeping bag.
I felt that I might have only a sprain and could wait out
the expedition to leave. But my companions thought it would be
better to get me out soon. I did want to get a night's sleep first
however, since the trip out would require strength and alertness.
The next day the others packed up gear and we started out in the
early hours of Sunday morning, 19 March. John Fogarty and
Susie Lasko stayed with me while Ramon Espinasa, Ray Keeler,
and Jack Kehoe followed after us hauling duffles. Climbing rope
was a bit painful at times but the walking passages were easy,
especially since I didn't have a pack! I made it out in 4 1/2 hours,
just before dawn . We loaded the truck for the drive down the
mountain and bid farewell to Ramon, Ray, and Jack, who headed
back in to rejoin the mapping effort. That evening in Brownsville,
I was treated for a broken left arm (radius) and a cracked or
bruised rib. This was approximately 44 hours after my fall.
I feel that my accident was largely unpreventable, in that
it was no more risky than a hundred other routine moves done on
an expedition such as this. The climb I was on was easy, and I
would do it again unbelayed without a second thought. My
mistake was in misjudging a handhold that I thought was strong
enough, but which failed. After the accident, I was fortunate to
have a comfortable camp to go back to. Although spending a
night there delayed my treatment, immediate exit was not
practical, nor I think advisable. We were prepared with adequate
first aid, and a plastic trowel made an excellant wrist splint. We
also had a rescue board in reserve on the surface, but fortunately
I didn 'tneed it and was able to perform an easy self-rescue up five
rope drops and various climbs. My sincerest thanks go to my
companions who helped me through this. Now, if they can just
keep me away from caving for a few months until I heal ...

Safe Caving is NO ACCIDENT
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